CONQUER DIRT AND DEBRIS WITH THE NEW WARRIOR

You won’t find a suction-side cleaner that works harder than the NEW Warrior cleaner. Put Warrior in your inground pool and you’ll win the battle against leaves, sand and other hard-to-clean debris.

Its two-wheeled design and programmed steering maneuvers Warrior decisively around your pool, conquering 90 degree floor-to-wall angles, deep to shallow bottoms and hard to reach corners. It’s ready to deploy quickly – just set it and forget it. While it is powerful and durable, Warrior’s sleek, modern design looks right at home in any pool environment.

PRODUCT FEATURES

- **Sure-Flow Turbine** – Dirt & debris pass through easily to avoid clogging.
- **Roller Skirt** – Cleans over obstacles.
- **Programmed Steering Cycle** – Assures complete and thorough pool cleaning coverage.
- **Quick-Release Latch** – Top access for easy serviceability.
NEW KREEPY KRAULY®
WARRIOR™
SUCTION-SIDE INGROUND POOL CLEANER

Sure-Flow turbine design allows dirt and debris to easily pass through, avoiding the clogging common with other two-wheel cleaners

Servicing is quick and easy with Warrior's Quick-Release Latch

Two-wheel design for fast, agile cleaning, even in tight spaces

Roller Skirt maneuvers up and over obstacles for uninterrupted cleaning

COMPLETE, UNINTERRUPTED CLEANING PERFORMANCE

The Warrior cleaner unites outstanding performance with a sleek, compact design. And it doesn’t quit cleaning when it encounters obstacles or heavy debris.

- An all-terrain expert: superior cleaning for tile, gunite, fiberglass and vinyl pools.
- Compact and easy to operate – attach the hoses, connect at the skimmer or dedicated vacuum line, and the Warrior cleaner goes to work, conquering debris of all shapes and sizes.
- Warrior cleaner is a great match for variable speed pumps at lower speeds.

AVAILABLE FROM:

PENTAIR

1620 HAWKINS AVE, SANFORD, NC 27330  800.831.7133  WWW.KREEPYKRAULY.COM
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